
RETURNS

OVERVIEW

In today’s world of e commerce with double digit growth per annum in online sales, 

combined with increasingly customer friendly policies, returns quantities and complexity 

are increasing. The visibility of this as a problem is rising up the boardroom agenda and 

our returns offering whilst leading on the core service module activities has been honed 

around specific returns challenges. 
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Where available, Skyline and PCCS encourage our clients to create an accurate 
warranty depository based on the sales out data and the standard credit and warranty 
periods. At the earliest point in the activity notification this potential event should be 
compared against this database to validate the return commercially before physical 
receipt. Skyline automates this process 

Returns avoidance should be number 2 priority to the retailer and manufacturer after 
customer satisfaction. Our avoidance module is a user defined set of question treès to 
explore alternative solutions to return without compromising customer satisfaction. This 
will include full technical support and configuration advise to ensure the product has 
being installed correctly as up to 70% of technical based products are no fault found 

upon return and Skyline addresses this head on.

In addition to standard functionality around repair tracking our returns based 
refurbishment package tracks the processing of a validated returns claim through the 
process. This ensures that client integrity can be checked once the asset has been 
returned, including a full bill of materials check upon receipt to ensure all expected 

parts have being received. 

Where Repair & Refurbish is not an option, Skyline can manage the strip down, parts 
stock management and disposal of any product.
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Supplementing our core logistics module, the returns processing logistics looks in more 
detail at distribution options associated with the returns activity and has built in capability 
for: click and collect, drop box, courier collection etc. to ensure your clients overall return 
request activity including logistics are managed in one event. 

Algorithms are used to calculate the next stage of processing for the product i.e. 
Repair/Refurb/Resell, Parts Farm or Disposal. This is based upon condition, costs for 
Repair & Refurb, Resale Value, Stock Holdings and Value of Resale Parts. Whichever the 
preferred route, Skyline can manage the process to completion and then report upon 
the outcomes and financial impacts.


